
 
Subject Specific Glossary 

Important: Remember that words can have different meanings in different subjects. Your aim is to make 

sure that you: 

• explain what each word means in this specific subject 

• create a sentence that shows you understand the meaning of the word in this specific subject  

Subject Area __________________________________ 

Word Meaning (in this subject) Use accurately in a sentence in this subject 
area 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

   
 

   
 

 



 

                        

 

Synonyms for Common Words 

 

Word Synonym 1 Synonym 2 Synonym 3 Synonym 4 
Amazing incredible unbelievable astonishing awe-inspiring 
Angry wrathful furious enraged indignant 

Ask question inquire query interrogate 
Awful/Bad dreadful terrible abominable unpleasant 
Begin commence open launch initiate 
Big enormous huge immense colossal 

Cut slice carve cleave split 
Dangerous perilous hazardous risky uncertain 
Dark shadowy unlit murky gloomy 
Definite certain sure positive determined 

Describe portray characterise picture narrate 
Difference disagreement inequity contrast dissimilarity 
Do execute enact carry out finish 

Dull unimaginative lifeless tedious tiresome 
End stop finish terminate conclude 
Enjoy appreciate delight in be pleased by indulge in 
Explain elaborate define clarify interpret 

Fair just impartial unbiased objective 
False untrue counterfeit fraudulent spurious 
Fast quick rapid hasty swiftly 
Fear fright dread terror alarm 

Get acquire obtain procure secure 
Go recede depart fade disappear 
Good excellent magnificent superb exceptional 

Happy pleased contented joyful delighted 
Hate despite loathe detest abhor 
Have acquire gain maintain believe 



Hurt damage distress afflict pain 
Idea thought concept conception notion 

Important necessary  vital critical indispensable 
Interesting fascinating intriguing animated intelligent 
Keep hold maintain sustain support 

Little minute puny diminutive miniature 
Look scrutinise inspect survey study 
Make design fabricate manufacture produce 
Mark  impress effect trace imprint 

Move plod trudge creep crawl 
New novel modern current recent 
Old aged ancient worn dilapidated 
Part portion section fraction fragment 

Place space area plot location 
Put place assign keep establish 
Quiet tranquil peaceful calm restful 

Right correct accurate factual true 
Run race sprint dash rush 
Say recount explain narrate reveal 
Scared panicked fearful afraid anxious 

Show display exhibit present note 
Slow unhurried behind tedious hesitant 
Stop cease halt stay pause 
Strange odd peculiar unusual familiar 

Take steal grasp seize remove 
Tell disclose reveal show expose 
Think consider ponder reflect contemplate 

True accurate right proper precise 
 


